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ISSUE
This report summarizes the responses to the following board motions:

1. At the January 29, 2015, Board meeting, Board Chair Garcetti requested that staff
examine the costs of outsourcing of construction management and consulting
services versus the undertaking work in-house and provide recommendations.
2. At the November 13, 2014, Board meeting, Director Yaroslavsky requested the
number of Construction Management Support Services (CMSS) consultants
including their current contract authorization.
3. At the June 26, 2014, Board meeting, Directors Yaroslavsky, 0 ' Connor, and
Najarian amended agenda items 49 and 66 to direct staff to conduct a cost benefit
analysis of the Construction Management Support Services model to determine
which, if any, functions that should be brought in-house.
4. At the November 13, 2014, Board Meeting , Directors Garcetti, Knabe, and DupontWalker amended agenda item 62 to direct staff to provide information on errors and
omission claims filed by Metro in the last 10 years (January 2005 to December
2014) showing filing dates, compensation amounts, responsible parties, brief
descriptions of the issues, and status.
5. At the June 26, 2014, Board meeting, Director Antonovich amended agenda items
49 and 66 to include a review of Metro's management of all construction
management contracts.

INTRODUCTION
Metro's construction management and consulting services commonly referred to as
construction management support services (CMSS) is a concept that began in the mid
1990's in response to a Board-directed investigation to research more effective and
innovative approaches to project delivery. At the same time, the Metro Board approved
the adoption of a Joint Project Office now called the Integrated Project Management
Office (IPMO). The CMSS concept under the IPMO supplements Metro staff with
consultants in managing Metro projects. The consultant staff members are an extension
of Metro staff and under the direction of Metro.
The scope of the CMSS contract includes a variety of staffing disciplines that may be
required during the course of construction. The consultants provide an extension of
staff to various Metro Departments represented in the project team or supported by the
project team - example Departments are Engineering and Construction, Project
Management Oversight, Vendor/Contract Management, Communications, Enterprise
Risk and Safety, and County-wide Planning/Real Estate.
The vast majority of consultant staff used as an extension of Metro staff are utilized on
the main transit projects presently underway - Crenshaw/LAX, Regional Connector,
Westside Section 1, with Westside Section 2 imminent. However, consultants are used
to a lesser extent to supplement Metro staff for other project areas - Highways,
Regional Rail, Capital and Environmental. The need for, and the pattern of usage,
varies by project type and is dependent upon the specific needs of the various projects.
For the purposes of commencing the FY16 budget process, as can be seen below, the
general assumption was made that consultant positions existing in FY15 would remain
but that any new positions for FY 16 would be included in the budget process as Metro
positions and that, apart from a few minor exceptions, there would be no new
consultant positions for FY 16. An allowance has also been included in the FY16
budget numbers to replace existing consultant positions, should the Board
subsequently decide on that approach.
As can be seen below, FY16 represents a year of growth. As an example, the total
annual capital budget for the main transit projects was approximately $857 million for
FY 15 and in FY16 this is projected to be $1.05 billion, an increase of $193 million or
18%. Metro and CMSS staffing was approximately 146 in July 2014 and is projected to
be up to 239 on June 30 2015, as the projects have ramped up or come on stream
respectively. Based upon the work done to date in FY 16 budget process the total Metro
and CMSS staffing for the main transit projects will need to increase to an approximate
total of 278 by June 30, 2016.
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DISCUSSION
1. Construction Management and Consulting Services versus Work In-House.
Staff examined the cost of outsourcing construction management and consulting
services and completed a preliminary cost benefit analysis. The initial findings support a
partial conversion of staffing positions from private sector to public sector. In
undertaking this preliminary analysis, staff established key goals and objectives to
guide the analysis. Key goals were to:
a. Deliver transportation infrastructure projects safely, on time, and within
budget;
b. Manage resources effectively and efficiently resulting in tangible cost savings;
c. Build bench strength in the Metro work force and create a succession plan for
the future; and
d. Support Metro's commitment to Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE)
and Small Business Enterprise (SBE).
The cost benefit analysis identified the capital budget, monthly costs and staffing needs
of all individual projects underway, including those that may be undertaken in the next
five years. Also, total costs and total staffing needs were compiled over that period. The
projected staffing numbers and costs were compared against industry norms and
compared to the details provided to the Federal Transportation Administration as part of
Full Funding Grant Agreement related submittals for the respective projects.
Additionally, a number of potential funding scenarios for potential longer term projects
to assist in providing an understanding of what the staffing requirements might be over
an extended period of time.
In preparation for the Metro FY16 budget process that establishes the Metro headcount
for each subsequent financial year, staff assessed the project work for the coming year
and, based on the projected annual capital expenditure per project, the project team
established the overall staffing requirement for each project. From this capital budget
information, the overall total monthly staffing requirements are estimated for each
project using a variety of scenarios dependent on assumed levels of future capital
funding. The staffing is broken down by Metro department(s) and divided between the
public and private sector. The monthly staffing requirements are reviewed to ascertain
the optimal split between public sector and private sector.

For existing projects, the initial objectives of the cost benefit analysis included:
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•

Assessment of the consultant positions and identification of the positions most
suitable for new Metro positions;

•

Identification of strategies and options with minimal impact to the project; and

•

Performance of a cost benefit analysis of each strategy with a recommendation
of the greatest value.

Cost Benefit Analysis
Table A provides information on the discrepancy between the fully-loaded rates between
Metro staff and equivalent consultant positions. The variance for these typical positions
(using FY15 Metro and average consultant loaded rates) range from 13o/o to 30o/o.
TABLE A
ANNUAL
CONSULTANT
BURDENED RATE

EQUIVALENT
METRO
POSITION

ANNUAL METRO
BURDENED RATE

VARIANCE

$384,378
($204 hourly rate)

Senior Construction
Manager

$268,096
($142 hourly rate)

30o/o

Engineering/Operations

$371,606
($197 hourly rate)

Senior Construction
Manager

$260,544
($138 hourly rate)

30°/o

Construction Inspector

$190,688
($1 0 1 hourly rate)

27o/o

Construction Inspector

$262,835
($159 hourly rate)
$299,493
($159 hourly rate)

Project Controls
Supervisor

$260,544
($138 hourly rate)

13o/o

$159,895
($85 hourly rate)

Senior Construction
Manager

$126,496
($67 hourly rate)

21%

CMSS/CONSULTANT
POSITION
Construction
Manager/Resident
Engineer

Project Controls

Contracts

Staff then considered the conversion of a fraction of certain consultant positions suitable for
permanent Metro positions. The following assumptions were considered for this calculation
(from actual Metro and consultant contract data):
•
•
•

Labor rates are based on 2013.
Metro (variable) labor rate multiplier of 1.59 versus Consultant labor rate multiplier
(average) of 2.33.
Average consultant salary escalation is 3o/o per year (for personnel salary raises).

For these positions listed in Table A, a cost savings of up to 25°/o equivalent to an annual
cost savings of up to $372,000 can be achieved depending on future market conditions for
professional staff and Metro's variable labor rate multiplier.
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The cost benefit analysis has to be tempered by a number of considerations including, but
not be limited to, actual market conditions {and associated salaries) for professional staff,
availability of staff with approximate qualifications and experience, staffing procurement
lead-in times, SBE/DBE, flexibility of using consultant staff on as-needed basis, long term
human resource costs related to Metro staff benefits such as pension, obligations, etc.
Recommendations
As a result of the preliminary cost benefit analysis, staff recommends the following:
a. For core agency functions, work should be performed by in-house staff. The
partial conversion of certain consultant functions to new Metro positions may
effectuate a cost savings of up to twenty five percent.
b. For unique and highly specialized technical area of expertise (i.e. tunnel resident
engineers, geotechnical engineers, etc.), staff proposes that these functions
shall continue to remain as "specialty" consultants.
c. In order to address peak fluctuations in work including construction work that
may requires night shifts, staff proposes to continue to use construction
management and consulting services on an as-needed basis. Staff will continue
to evaluate the percentages of the work performed by in-house forces versus
those performed by consultants (via CMSS model) and identify which positions
should remain as consultants and which consultant positions may transition to
new Metro positions.
d. To honor Metro's commitment to DBE/SBE, staff proposes that consultant
positions in these categories remain as consultants.
Alternatives
1. If construction management and consulting services will be handled by in house
staff, staff assumed that ALL new positions for FY 16 will be Metro positions. If
this is the direction by the Board, staff has identified a total of 73 new full-time
equivalent (FTE) positions for FY 16 based on the assumption that the current
CMSS and consultant contracts remain. Please note that number of new Metro
positions was established at the beginning of the FY16 budget process and are
subject to change.

Engineering & Construction DEPARTMENT
Transit
Regional Rail
Highways
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FY 16 NEW METRO POSITIONS
62

4
7

2. If certain CMSS contracts were to be eliminated or not renewed in FY16, staff
has identified a total of 115 positions (over and above the 73 new positions)
under Engineering & Construction and approximately a total of 60 for other Metro
departments that will be converted from consultant positions to new Metro
positions in order to support the on-going and future projects.

FY 16 NEW METRO POSITIONS
22
6
5
15
12

OTHER METRO DEPARTMENTS
Vendor/Contract Management/DEOD
Risk and Safety
Countywide Planning/Real Estate/Signage
Program Management
Communications

2. CMSS Consultant Contracts
The Board Box dated November 21, 2014 Attachment A addresses this motion. There
are currently five CMSS consultant contracts with an approximate total annual authority
of $41 million as listed below:
For the five CMSS contracts, currently, the approximate number of full-time equivalent
(FTE) consultant positions covering all discipline areas ranging from construction
management, project engineering, contract administration, quality
assurance/compliance, safety, real estate, project controls, specialty staff with subject
matter expertise, etc. is 123. Of the 123 FTEs, approximately 57 percent or 70 FTEs
provide construction management services.
To break it down even further, the total CMSS contract authorizations for the three main
transit projects (Crenshaw, Regional Connector and Westside Section 1) is
approximately $29 million. Currently, there are a total of 74 CMSS FTEs (out of the total
123 FTEs) for the three transit projects covering all discipline areas. Of the 74 FTEs, 65
percent or 48 FTEs provide construction management services. Please note that under
the existing FY15 staffing plan, the number of CMSS FTE positions will ramp up as
construction increases. There is no direct correlation between the total number of FTE
consultant positions to the total contract authorizations as certain consultant positions
are subject matter experts with market value rates and the number of CMSS FTE
consultant positions vary throughout the FY15.
3. CMSS Cost Benefit Analysis
Staff provided an oral presentation at the November 13, 2014, Board meeting as listed
in item 62 as a formal response with a written response via Board Box dated November
21, 2014, Attachment A.
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4. Metro Errors and Omission Claims from January 2005 to December 2014
Metro County Counsel is currently reviewing the information. Refer to County Counsel
for more information.
5. Cost Benefit Analysis of CMSS model versus In-house Services
In response to Director Antonovich's motion, Metro's Office of Inspector General (OIG)
hired a consultant in January 2015 to identify best practices for improving the
management and oversight of major capital construction projects. The overall objectives
of the study are listed below:
• Determine major capital construction project management best practices.
• Determine how Metro might improve its practices to maximize completion of projects
on schedule and within assigned budget.
• Determine how Metro might be more effective, efficient, safe and proactive in
managing staff, schedules, costs and relationships when performing capital project
management.
The OIG indicated that the study will be completed by the 1st quarter of FY16. Refer to
the OIG for more information.
NEXT STEPS

1. Staff will work with Finance and Budget and affected Metro Departments to
secure new Metro positions for fiscal year 2016, by April2014 at the latest.
2. Staff will then submit their new staffing recommendation to the Board in April
2015 for authorization and approval
3. Positions not filled by Metro staff will need to be filled by consultants via the
CMSS contracts or other similar means. The associated Board items will be
prepared for submission to the Board in May/June 2015,
4. Staff will meet with Board staff to discuss the preliminary cost benefit analysis in
more detail.
5. Any Metro positions to be filled in the beginning of the first quarter of FY16 will
need to be advertised in March 2015 so the HR process will commence at that
time, pending Board approval.
Attachment A- CMSS Board Box dated November 21, 2014
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FROM:

BRYAN PENNINGTON
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, CONSTRUCTION & ENGINEERING

SUBJECT:

UPDATE ON COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS OF CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT SUPPORT SERVICES (CMSS) MODEL VERSUS
IN-HOUSE SERVICES

ISSUE

1. On November 13, 2014, Director Yaroslavsky requested information on approximate
number of CMSS consultants including the current contract authorizations.
2. During the June 26, 2014, Board meeting, Directors Yaroslavsky, 0 ' Connor and
Najarian made an amendment to agenda items 49 and 66 for staff to conduct a cost
benefit analysis of the Construction Management Support Services (CMSS) model
to determine which , if any, functions should be brought in-house.
This report lists the current CMSS consultant contracts and provides status update as
to initial findings of the cost benefit analysis of the CMSS model.
BACKGROUND

The CMSS concept of supplementing Metro staff in managing Metro projects stems
back to the mid 1990's in response to a Board-directed investigation to research more
effective and innovative approaches to project delivery. It was at this time that the Metro
Board approved adoption of a Joint Project Office (now called an Integrated Project
Management Office or IPMO).

In this IPMO model, the primary responsibility and accountability for project delivery
resides with the Metro Project Director and a core team of Metro project staff. The core
of Metro project staff is overseen and/or supplemented in a number of ways; staff from
various Metro departments operate in a matrix environment:
•

either as oversight, part time or full time project team members

•

seconded staff from private sector consultants - either design or construction
management

•

small or disadvantaged businesses who are seconded either through the design
consultant or through CMSS consultants.

Effectively, these consultant staff members act as an extension of Metro staff, under
the direction of Metro. The scope of the CMSS contract includes a wide variety of
staffing disciplines which might be required during the course of construction. The
consultant staff provide support to staff from various Metro Departments represented in
the project team or supporting the project team - example Departments are
Engineering and Construction, Project Management Oversight, Vendor/Contract
Management and Communications.
The period of a typical CMSS contract is in the order of five years and each CMSS will
typically cover a number of projects, sometimes in parallel and/or throughout the
contract term. This management approach has been used successfully for both the
Orange Line and the Gold Line Eastside Extension projects and the same management
model has been adopted for the Crenshaw/LAX project, the Regional Connector project
and the Westside/Purple Line Section 1 project, all currently underway. The Project
Management Plans (PMP's) for the latter three projects (Crenshaw, Regional
Connector and Westside/Purple Line) were developed using an integrated public and
private sector project team, co-located in an IPMO. The PMP's are part of the projectspecific documentation which is subject to approval by the Federal Transit
Administration (FTA) as part of the Full Funding Grant Agreement (FFGA) process. The
Board has approved a number of CMSS contracts since 2009, together with
subsequent approval of annual funding requests to provide the necessary staffing to
support the progress of project work over the last five years.
DISCUSSION
1. CMSS CONSULTANT CONTRACTS

There are currently five CMSS consultant contracts with an approximate total annual
authority of $41 million as listed below:

Update on Cost Benefit Analysis of CMSS vs. In-House Services
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CONSULTANT
Stantec

Arcadis
West
JL Patterson

MARRS

FY 2015 SCOPE OF SERVICES
1-405, Express Lanes. El Monte Busway &Transit
Center, environmental services and various capital
improvement projects.
Crenshaw/LAX Connector
Regional Connector
Westside Section 1
Universal Pedestrian Bridge and North Hollywood
Station Underpass
Division 13 Bus Maintenance Facility, Patsaouras Bus
Plaza and environmental services
GRAND TOTAL

CONTRACT VALUE
$ 6.78 million
$11.78 million
$ 7.68 million
$ 9.83 million
$ 2.50 million
$2.60 million

$41.17 million

For the five CMSS contracts, currently, the approximate number of full-time equivalent
(FTE) consultant positions covering all discipline areas ranging from construction
management, project engineering, contract administration, quality
assurance/compliance, safety, real estate, project controls, specialty staff with subject
matter expertise, etc. is 123. Of the 123 FTEs, approximately 57 percent or 70 FTEs
provide construction management services.
The total CMSS contract authorizations for the three main transit projects (Crenshaw,
Regional Connector and Westside Section 1) is approximately $29 million. Currently,
there are a total of 74 CMSS FTEs (out of the total 123 FTEs) for the three transit
projects covering all discipline areas. Out of the 74 FTEs, 65 percent or 48 FTEs
provide construction management services. Please note that under the existing FY15
staffing plan, the number of CMSS FTE positions will ramp up as construction
increases.
There is no direct correlation between the total number of FTE consultant positions to
the total contract authorizations as certain consultant positions are subject matter
experts with market value rates and the number of CMSS FTE consultant positions vary
throughout the FY15. For a better understanding of the comparison between a typical
Metro position with the burdened rate of an equivalent CMSS consultant position and
CMSS specialty consultant position refer to Table 1 (of the attachment). In the
preliminary cost benefit analysis listed below, staff has determined that there is a
business case to transition certain CMSS consultant positions to Metro positions.
2. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS OF CMSS MODEL
As directed by the Board motion, staff has undertaken a preliminary cost benefit
analysis and initial findings appear to support at least a partial conversion of staffing
positions from private sector to public sector. In undertaking this preliminary analysis,
staff established key goals and objectives to guide the analysis. Key goals are to: 1)
Deliver transportation infrastructure projects safely, on time, and within budget; 2)
Update on Cost Benefit Analysis of CMSS vs. In-House SeJVices
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Manage resources effectively and efficiently resulting in tangible cost savings; 3) Build
bench strength in the Metro work force and create a succession plan for the future; and
4) Support Metro's commitment to Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE) and
Small Business Enterprise (SBE).
The full cost benefit analysis methodology includes identifying the capital budget and a
monthly cost breakdown of all projects underway and any which might be undertaken
over the next frve year period. In conjunction with the Metro budget process which
establishes the Metro headcount for each subsequent financial year, staff assess the
project work for the coming year and, based on the projected annual capital
expenditure per project, the project team establishes the overall staffing requirement for
each project. From this capital budget information, the overall total monthly staffing
requirements are estimated for each project, with a variety of scenarios depending on
assumed levels of future capital funding. The staffing is broken down by Metro
department(s) and is split between the public and private sector. Both the annual Metro
headcount and the consultant contracts and any annual amendments (which are based
on staffing requirements) are subject to Board approval.
The monthly staffing requirements are reviewed to ascertain the optimal split between
the public sector and private sector. Categories within the private sector component
include "specialty" staff (i.e. tunnel engineers, geotechnical engineers, etc.) that are
considered as unsuitable for conversion to public sector positions. Positions with
delegated approval authority over policy or monetary decisions would be more
appropriately public sector positions. The monthly staffing requirements are reviewed
for those positions deemed to be key or core positions consistent with the Key Goals
established for this process. The resulting Metro positions are broken down by Metro
department, by discipline, by seniority and by specific project or other role Oob
description). Other factors that are also taken into consideration during this process
include, for instance, the remaining risk associated with uncertainties over the actual
level of funding in the out years, unforeseen delays or disruptions to projects, the lead
in times for staffing procurements and issues related to workforce levelling and finally
the effects of staffing loss through retirements, resignation or internal transfer.
For existing projects, the initial objectives include: 1) Assess the consultant positions
and identify the positions most suitable for new Metro positions; 2) Identify strategies
and options with minimal impact to the project; and 3) Perform cost benefit analysis of
each strategy and provide a recommendation with the greatest value.
In addition to the possibility of effecting cost savings, staff recognize the potential
benefits of transferring certain consultant functions to new Metro positions, such as: 1)
Preserving the intellectual and political capital of the project and the Metro organization;
Update on Cost Benefit Analysis of CMSS vs. In-House Services
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2) Creating a wider diversity of skills to enhance flexibility in the work force and build a
succession plan for the future: and 3) Providing cost savings of approximately 25
percent for selected consultant positions as the average overall cost of consultants is
more than the average overall cost of Metro personnel. This preliminary theory will be
verified during the pilot process outlined below.
Staff has identified long term and short term strategies for the cost benefit analysis. The
cost benefit analysis associated with the longer term analysis will be substantially
completed as part of the FY16 budget process. The long term strategy engages with
and works through the multi-departmental process of securing new staff positions in
fiscal year 2016 and possibly through fiscal year 2017. Under the short term strategy,
staff proposes to commence with a pilot implemented in several phases within the next
year. Under the pilot, staff proposes to continue to evaluate the percentages of the work
performed by in-house forces versus those performed by consultants (via CMSS model)
and identify which positions should remain as consultants and which consultant
positions can transition to new Metro positions. Considering their unique and highly
specialized technical area of expertise (i.e. tunnel resident engineers, geotechnical
engineers, etc.), staff anticipates proposing that CMSS's specialty consultants shall
remain as consultants. Furthermore, in honor of Metro's commitment to DBEISBE, staff
anticipates proposing that consultant positions in these categories remain as
consultants.
NEXT STEPS
Staff will work with affected Metro Departments and Finance and Budget to secure new
Metro positions for fiscal year 2016 subject to Board direction and implement the pilot
by March 2015. Staff will return in July 2015 for a further progress update of the longer
term cost benefit analysis.

Attachment: Table 1 Comparison of Typical Positions for Metro and CMSS
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TABLE 1 COMPARISION OF TYPICAL POSITIONS FOR METRO AND CMSS
DESCRIPTION
ANNUAL SALARY
FULLY BURDENED
ANNUAL RATE*
0

METRO SENIOR
ENGINEERING MANAGER
POSITION

EQUIVALENT CMSS CONSULTANT
POSITION (CONSTRUCTION
MANAGERIRESIDENT1 ENG INEER)

CMSS SPECIALTY CONSULTANT
POSITION (TUNNEL ENGINEER)

$134,305
$252,210

$160,480
$385,152

$236,000
$490,880

0

0

0

,
0

0

'

Note : Only select CMSS pos1t1on s are suitable to be trans1t1oned to Metro pos1t1ons w1th an average cost sav1ngs of 25% (for select
CMSS positions). CMSS specialty consultant position is not considered convertible to a Metro position.
*Metro burdened rate includes fringe benefit, overhead, vacation and holidays . Consultant burdened rate includes salary, mark-up, overhead and fee.

Update on Cost Benefit Analysis of CMSS Model Vs. In-House Services
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